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Abstract: Software maintenance is generally recognized to consume majority of resources in many organizations. Regular replacement of legacy systems with new ones is not a feasible solution. Planning releases so as to maximize the functionality and quality of software is very much in need now. Release Planning plays a very important role in managing and maintaining releases and helps in the delivery of a high quality product to the end-users. Software Release planning involves proper grouping of activities in the release of one or more versions of software to one or more customers. This paper analyzes the various release planning models and the factors considered by these models for feature selection. 32 release planning models are considered and taxonomy of requirement selection factors is constructed. The main contribution of this paper is to assist software engineers in finding out the real factors that need to be considered in planning a release and to assess the effect of these identified factors on a release so as to plan releases efficiently and effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Release planning plays a very important role in managing successful releases to the customer. Release planning is a software engineering process which is very loosely and poorly understood in today’s world and it is intended to oversee the development, testing, deployment and support of software releases⁷. Good Release planning practices ensure that when your software is built, it will be successfully delivered to the people who want to use it. Planning releases so as to maximize the functionality and quality of the software is very much in need now and it is the most time-consuming area of Release planning.

In simple terms Release planning can be described as a collection of new functionality that can be added to an existing production environment. Each release includes a set of features satisfying certain constraints of the organization. Deciding on what features to include and what not is very crucial in planning a release. There are so many factors that are considered in the selection of features like cost, effort, resources, time and stakeholder’s preference. Most of the models considered in this study use different technical and non technical factors of requirement selection.

A comparative analysis of existing models for release planning is done with a proper grouping of selection factors. The contribution of this article is to help the managers to know the different release planning models and what requirement selection factors are used by these models.

II. RELEASE PLANNING METHODOLOGY

There are two important approaches of release planning. Judgment based Release planning approach and Model based approaches. Hybrid approach uses a combination of ad-hoc and systematic approaches.

A) Judgment based Release planning

In some companies release planning is not considered as a separate activity. It relies only on the judgment and decision of the project leader or the team involved in developing the project. Some companies still rely on these judgment based models as these models ignore what experts consider important and there is often mismatch in the inputs of the model and that of experts[5]. The study done by Hans Christian Benestand and Jo E Hanney also reveals that the models focus only on selected part of a possibly large space of relevant planning factors[5]. A study by Ruhe and Mamoh reports that as requirements changes often the judgment based planning is inefficient and that after the introduction of a model based release planning the planning required significantly less effort and stakeholders were more satisfied[6].

B) Model based Release planning

The following systematic planning models were considered and analyzed.

1) Cost Value Approach (CVA)

CVA approach makes pair wise comparison of customers requirements based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) according to their relative cost and value. AHP’s pair wise comparison method to assess the relative value of the candidate requirements is done and also uses AHP’s pair wise comparison to estimate the relative cost of implementing each candidate requirement and plots these on a cost–value diagram. After analyzing the cost– value diagram, software managers prioritize the requirements and decide which will actually be implemented[6].

Factors Considered: Stake holders preference, Cost, Value

2) The Incremental Funding Method (IFM)

IFM decomposes project into MMF(Minimum Marketable Features) which is small self contained features that can be delivered quickly as such decomposition reduces risks and contributes to the success of the project. [7]

Factors considered: MMF’s revenue value is measured in terms of tangible and non tangible factors like revenue generation, cost savings, competitive differentiation, brand
name projection and customer loyalty. Cost and Effort for developing the MMF and time needed for a project to reach self-funding status is also considered.

3) EVOLVE FAMILY

Since several stakeholders are involved in a project two kinds of evaluation can be incorporated, one is assigning a perceived value to each requirement based on its impact on the final product or prioritization based on urgency of the system. Effort of an increment is the sum of effort of individual requirements assigned to this increment. Precedence and dependency constraints where in some requirements must be implemented before others. Given a set of requirements with their effort estimations and categorization of requirements into priorities by stakeholders and their technical constraints the method uses genetic algorithm to derive potential releases.[8]

Factors Considered: Requirement dependencies, Stakeholder priority, Penalty, Benefit and Effort

4) EVOLVE +

It combines the strength of genetic algorithms with the flexibility of an iterative solution method. For each solution generated the constraints are checked like the effort constraint is handled by greedy like increment allocation problem. The risk constraint is checked by summing the total risk for each release and comparing it with risk referent. Precedence constraint, coupling constraint and resource constraint are implemented by specific rules and is used to check for an optimal solution. The solution is rejected if it violates the constraints.[9]

Factors Considered: Stakeholder preference, Effort estimate, precedence constraint, coupling requirements, resource constraints, and risk

5) EVOLVE*

Solutions generated by EVOLVE* are optimal or near optimal. EVOLVE* consists of three main phases called modelling, exploration, and consolidation. Different from former algorithms of the EVOLVE family, the new approach plans only two releases in advance, i.e., each requirement is assigned to one of the following three categories: “next release”, “next but one release”, “not yet assigned”. EVOLVE* aims to achieve maximum stakeholder satisfaction. The iterative procedure allows intelligent search of most promising solutions under the competing criteria of time, benefit and quality as described by the “magic triangle”.[10]

Factors Considered: Inherent precedence, coupling and resource constraints, stakeholder preference, effort constraints, and budget constraints

6) S-Evolve *

S Evolve* concentrates on ten key technical and nontechnical aspects impacting release planning. This model considers the effect of existing system characteristics on release planning decisions. Initial realization of this framework focuses on historical defect data. This proposed approach extends the existing solution method called EVOLVE by (i) the proactive analysis of the risk involved in integrating new features into existing components of the system and (ii) identifying the importance of estimating the integration effort for each feature based on system characteristic. Component Modifiability assessment is added which checks the feasibility of modifying system components.[11]

Factors Considered: Stakeholders value, Stakeholders satisfaction, technological constraints, Resource consumption, resource constraints, and System constraints

7) F-EVOLVE *

F-EVOLVE* is an extension of EVOLVE* to accommodate the financial value in the form of net present value estimates of proposed features. This extension enables us to perform financial value-based software release planning.[12]

Factors Considered: Resource capability constraint, time constraint, feature dependency constraint, cost, and annual revenue per requirement.

8) EVOLVE ext

The model describes the mechanisms to reduce the complexity of strategic and operational planning to a series of data and represent input from all stakeholders. The model also provides improved planning and re-planning in a dynamic business environment, including the ability to validate strategic plans against operational limitations. In this approach operational feasibility of a proposed release plan is evaluated to extend the capabilities of strategic release planning. Resources are important part of releases and it is very essential to consider all possible resource types for an increment/release. In this approach three type of feasibility problem are formulated to validate the feasibility of proposed strategic release plan for next immediate release with respect to tasks and available resources. [13]

Factors Considered: Requirement dependencies, Stakeholder preference, Time, Requirements volatility

9) Art and Science of Release planning model (AHPSRP)

Two type of dependency between features is considered here a coupling relation and precedence relation. Resource constraint includes budget time and effort estimation. Stakeholder preference is another element that is considered in this model. Feature prioritization is done in terms of value and urgency. An objective function is generated that tries to bring together the different aspects explained above in a balanced way. This approach formulates a series of problems as variants of the original formal model. Solving these problems to generate a set of qualified alternative solutions is done and a human decision maker evaluates the solutions and selects the best one.[14]

Factors Considered: Stakeholder preference, Resources like time, budget and effort.

10) Evolutionary EVOLVE+

The model goes through three phases, modeling, exploration and consolidation. Modeling is formulation step. In exploration phase, mathematical optimization algorithm is applied to get solution set (release plans). In consolidation phase evaluation of model and solutions are performed. In this evolutionary problem solving approach, suitable solutions are generated by the interaction between human expert and results of computational algorithms based problem description.[15]

Factors Considered: Risks of implementation, resources consumption, stakeholder satisfaction and competitiveness, coupling, precedence, resource and budget constraints.

11) Next Release Problem (NRP)
Two mono objective metaheuristics is used in solving the problem, Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithms. In *Simulated Annealing* if a new solution is better than the current solution then it is accepted otherwise if the new solution worsens the objective then it is accepted with certain probability defined in terms of difference between solutions. In *Genetic Algorithms* the metaheuristic is defined in terms of two generic operations, crossover (structural information of two solutions are crossed to generate new solutions) and mutation avoids the generation of same solutions thereby searching various search spaces. Exact techniques are methods that use mathematical operations to solve problems. Also an exact optimization technique using *revised Simplex* in the product form of inverse was also used. For solving Integer programming the method used is *branch and bound*.[16]

**Factors Considered:** Customers, Requirements (cost, requirement dependency), company budget

12) *Multi Objective Release Planning (MORP)*

Each and every requirement that need to be considered is associated with a risk factor. Stakeholder preference and Resources are two other factors considered in this model. In this model the following relations are taken into account: Stakeholder vs Requirements, Resources vs Releases vs Requirements, Risks vs Releases. The problem formulation of this model is as follows: maximize stakeholder satisfaction and minimize project risks respecting the available resources and requirements interdependencies.[17]

**Factors Considered:** Stakeholders preference, cost, deadlines, resources, risk, and requirement interdependencies.

13) *Multi Objective Next Release Planning (MONRP)*

MONRP is a model in which customers with varying requirements are targeted for the next release of existing software. Selection of a requirement involves spending of some resources which can be converted to cost and it also provides value to the company. The problem is to select set of requirements that maximize total value and minimize required cost in order to optimize both value and cost simultaneously. It considers each objective independently in order to explore search space towards parento-optimal front. In the formulation of MONRP two objectives are taken into consideration: Maximize customer satisfaction and minimize required cost. The following search techniques are used: NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting genetic algorithm), Parento GA, Single objective GA and Random Search.[18]

**Factors Considered:** Customer preference, Resources

10) *Bi-Objective Release Planning for evolving systems (BORPES)*

Impact analysis is a process involved in identifying the elements of an existing system that will be affected by a change. A coupling between features that are yet to be implemented is to be done in order to sequence their implementation.[19]

**Factors Considered:** Features selection based on SD-coupling, feature value based on business perspective stakeholder value

15) *An Evolutionary Quantitative Win Win Approach (AEQWW)*

Firstly, it iteratively uses the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) for a stepwise analysis with the aim to balance the stakeholders’ preferences related to different classes of requirements. Secondly, requirements selection is based on predicting and rebalancing its impact on effort, time and quality. Both prediction and rebalancing uses the simulation model prototype GENSIM. Thirdly, alternative solution sets offered for decision-making are developed incrementally based on thresholds for the degree of importance of requirements and heuristics to find a best fit to constraints. Finally, trade-off analysis is used to determine non-dominated extensions of the maximum value that is achievable under resource and quality constraints. As a main result, quantitative Win-Win proposes a small number of possible sets of requirements from which the actual decision-maker can finally select the most appropriate solution.[20]

**Factors Considered:** Stakeholder preference, effort, time and quality

16) *Analytical Model for requirements selection Quality Evaluation (AMRSQE)*

The model is based on queueing theory allowing calculations of attributes such as serving time, system load, and stability criteria. The selected requirements are evaluated and estimated with respect to expected market value and development effort. After screening, a fraction of the requirements are discarded and the remaining ones are propagated to evaluation. The requirements selected for evaluation includes both α and β requirements. The average effort evaluation is estimated to be the same for all requirements, regardless of quality. Finally, after disposing some of the evaluated Requirements, the construction phase is entered.[21]

**Factors Considered:** Market value, development Effort, budget restrictions, requirement dependencies, requirement decomposition

17) *Quality Performance Model (QUPER)*

QUPER helps in setting the quality of a product in next release. It follows the following steps: Define the quality indicators, for each indicator and for each relevant estimate the breakpoints and barriers, estimate your product’s current quality and the competing products quality, estimate targets for coming releases, propose candidate targets, decide on actual targets, approve and communicate roadmaps as a common vision with realistic targets for downstream systems and software engineering and revise the roadmaps and iterate any necessary steps as estimates become more certain or circumstances changes.[22]

**Factors Considered:** Quality of non-functional requirements, Cost of non-functional requirements

18) *A Mathematical Formalization for Flexible Release Planning (AMFFRP)*

It is a mathematical formalization of release planning (AMFFRP) with a corresponding optimization tool that supports product and project managers during release planning. The tool is based on integer linear programming and assumes that an optimal set of requirements is the set with maximal projected revenue against available resources. The input for the optimization is twofold. The first type of input
data concerns the list of candidate requirements, estimated revenues, and resources needed. Second, managerial steering mechanisms enable what-if analysis in the optimization environment.[23]

**Factors Considered:** the list of candidate requirements, estimated revenues, and resources needed

19) **RP with Feature Trees**
The model uses AND, OR, and REQUIRE dependencies to structure a solution’s requirements as a feature tree. A feature tree simplifies the handling of a requirements specification in a release planning context. Features abstract from detail by grouping AND-related requirements. Allocating features instead of requirements to software releases reduces the number of release planning decisions. A feature tree hides incompleteness by handling non-specified features the same way as specified ones. A feature tree also captures requirements changes. feature trees] can be used to structure requirements and simplify release planning, hence to support release planning, i.e. the planning of variability over time.[24]

**Factors Considered:** Stake holder preference, Product features, feature specification like effort and bugs, time

20) **MAX-MIN Ant System with a Dynamic Roulette Wheel –Software Release planning (MMASDRW-SRP)**
The proposed algorithm, namely MMASDRW-SRP, adopts a dynamic roulette wheel strategy for giving a sophisticated balance between intensification and diversification, thereby improving the quality of solutions obtained.[25]

**Factors Considered:** Resource, stakeholder, urgency, and precedence and coupling relationships

21) **Release Plan Simulator (REPSIM-1).**
The model explains a three step method for release planning which can be added in addition to the existing steps. (i) strategic release planning that maps requirements to subsequent releases and (ii) a more fine-grained planning that defines resource allocations for each individual release (iii) stability analysis, which analyzes fine-grained plans of individual releases with regard to their sensitivity to planning errors. [26]

**Factors Considered:** Effort and recourse availability

22) **Release Plan Simulator (REPSIM-1).**
The model explains a three step method for release planning which can be added in addition to the existing steps. (i) strategic release planning that maps requirements to subsequent releases and (ii) a more fine-grained planning that defines resource allocations for each individual release (iii) stability analysis, which analyzes fine-grained plans of individual releases with regard to their sensitivity to planning errors. [27]

**Factors Considered:** Effort and recourse availability

23) **RP with Fuzzy Effort Constraints (RPUFEC)**
In this approach Fuzzy logic is used to handle the uncertainty of data regarding effort estimation, effort constrains and objectives related to cost, benefit and quality. Satisfaction of these constraints on effort is achieved by fuzzy system that focuses on satisfaction level of solution. [28]

**Factors Considered:** Requirement dependencies, Effort, Fuzzy constraints

24) **Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP)**
It introduces a six step process model for release planning. The goal of this approach is to deliver maximum value to the customer in least time possible. It combines the computational strength of genetic algorithms with the flexibility of an iterative solution method. In QIP learning from previous release data is considered important and this previous knowledge can be useful for improvements in future releases.[29]

**Factors Considered:** Requirement dependencies, effort, resource constraints

25) **An Optimization technique for RP (AOTRP)**
The model applies integer linear programming techniques to aid requirements managers of product software companies in release planning. The applied techniques take candidate requirements, estimated revenue per requirement (or combination of requirements), and available resources as input. The model is developed on the assumption that maximum revenue can be generated from a release by including the best set of requirements in a release. Planning suppleteness is added by way of allowing flexibility in team composition, team transfers, extension of deadlines and hiring external resources [30]

**Factors Considered:** Requirement dependencies, projected revenue, and requirement resource claim per development team

26) **Fuzzy Model for dependence constraints in RP (FMDCRP)**
The model improves on existing methods for release planning by handling the uncertainty of data using fuzzy logic. The model uses fuzzy logic to model the uncertainty concerning the identification of structural dependency constraints between requirements. This model is developed to remove the uncertainties regarding requirement dependencies for RP.[31]

**Factors Considered:** Structural constraints, Effort constraints.

27) **Fuzzy Optimization Model for RP (FOMRP)**
The model applies fuzzy theory to handle the uncertainty concerning dependency constraints from a holistic perspective, i.e. the whole set of fuzzy dependency constraints is considered as a fuzzy graph. The satisfaction of dependency constraints in a solution plan is measured by the distance between this plan and an ideal plan (in terms of the dependency constraints). The distance is materialized as the distance between two fuzzy graphs. This is considered to be an essential support for the actual decision-making.[32]

**Factors Considered:** Requirement dependencies, Effort, Resource

28) **Consensus-Driven and Value based RP approach (CDVBRPA)**
In first phase of this method requirements are prioritized according to value given by stakeholders. For identifying stakeholders perceived value on requirements a following scale of one to five is used,(No-value ,Little value ,Some value High value ,Very high value).In second phase, a release configuration is selected by applying following steps, Identifying a configuration, Configuration assessment Decision on a configuration. Through above steps a release-configuration is identified, and then assessed by stakeholders to analyze estimated return on value. Finally a
configuration is selected for implementation by consensus of all stakeholders [33]

**Factors Considered:** Time, Requirement dependency, Urgency

29) An Interactive and explanation oriented dialogue approach for RP

The approach contains the following steps: (1) Selection of a specific concern in a proposed solution; (2) Calculation of a stakeholder defined ideal plan; and (3) Comparing the actually generated plan and the prototype based on a similarity measure. The comparison of the actual and the ideal plan looks at aspects of interest for the stakeholder such as resource consumptions or structural properties of the plan. The proposed approach is generic and was applied and customized to three classes of wicked problems: release planning, investment planning, and urban planning.[34]

**Factors Considered:** Requirement precedence constraints, requirements coupling constraints, Pre assignment constraints, Effort estimation.

30) Post Release analysis of requirements Selection Quality (PARSEQ)

PARSEQ focuses on finding release planning process improvements through an analysis of earlier release planning decisions. The method aims at finding improvement suggestions for the release planning activity, as it is regarded as one of the most critical activities in market-driven software development. PARSEQ is divided into five steps: requirements sampling, re-estimation of cost and value, root cause analysis, elicitation of improvements, and prioritisation of improvements.[35]

### III. TAXONOMY OF SELECTION FACTORS USED IN SOFTWARE RELEASE PLANNING MODELS

A report of the results found through systematic review of RP models is presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release Planning Model</th>
<th>Identified Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVA (Cost value Approach)</td>
<td>Stakeholders preference, cost, value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFM (Incremental Funding Method)</td>
<td>Cost, Effort, Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOLVE (Evolutionary &amp; Iterative Approach)</td>
<td>Requirement dependency, stakeholder priority, effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOLVE* (Extension of Evolve)</td>
<td>Stakeholder preference, Effort estimate, precedency constraint, coupling requirements, resource constraints, risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOLVE* (Evolve-Star)</td>
<td>Inherent precedency, coupling and resource constraints, stakeholder preference, effort constraints, budget constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-EVOLVE* (Finical- Evolve-Star)</td>
<td>Resource capacity constraint, Time constraints, Feature dependency constraints, Cost, Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOLVE* (Evolve Extended)</td>
<td>Requirement dependencies, Stakeholder value, Time to market, Requirements volatility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-EVOLVE* (System- Evolve-Star)</td>
<td>Stakeholders value, Stakeholders satisfaction, Technological constraints, Resource consumption, Capacity bounds on resources, System's constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRP (Next Release Problem)</td>
<td>Customers, Requirements (cost, requirement dependency), Company budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHP &amp; SRP (Art &amp; Science of Release Planning)</td>
<td>Stakeholder Preference, Resources (Time, Budget, Effort)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORP (Multi Objective Release Planning)</td>
<td>Stakeholders preference, cost, deadlines, resources, risk, requirement interdependencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONRP (Multi objective Next Release Problem)</td>
<td>Customer Preference, Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORPES (Bi-Objective Release Planning for evolving systems)</td>
<td>Features selection based on SD-coupling, Feature value based on business perspective stakeholder value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Requirements Selection Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEQWW</td>
<td>Stakeholder preference, effort, time and quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMRQSQE (Analytical Model of</td>
<td>Market value, development effort, budget restrictions, requirement dependencies, requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Selection)</td>
<td>decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSIM-I (Release Plan Simulator)</td>
<td>Effort and recourse availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUPER (Quality PERformance Model)</td>
<td>Quality of non-functional requirements, cost of non-functional requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMFFRP (A Mathematical Formulation</td>
<td>Development by one pool of developers, development teams, team transfers, external resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for flexible Release Planning)</td>
<td>or dead line extension, requirements dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDMXP-RP (Risk-Driven Method for</td>
<td>Requirement dependencies, value of each requirement in terms of cost or revenue, cost of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Programming)</td>
<td>implementation, effort per-iteration, business value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARSEQ (Post-Release Analysis of</td>
<td>Precedence constraints, available resources, stakeholder needs, cost, value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Selection Quality)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMASDWR (MAX-MIN Ant System with a</td>
<td>Resource, stakeholder, urgency, precedence, coupling relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dynamic Roulette Wheel-Release</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPUFEC (RP with fuzzy effort Constraints)</td>
<td>Effort, resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIP (Quality Improvement Paradigm)</td>
<td>Requirement dependencies, effort, resource, fuzzy constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOTRP (An Optimization technique for</td>
<td>Requirement dependencies, projected revenue, requirement resource claim per development team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMDCRP (Fuzzy Model for dependence</td>
<td>Structural constraints and effort constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraints in RP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDVBRPA (Consensus Driven value based</td>
<td>Time, requirement dependency, urgency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP approach)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOMRP (Fuzzy Optimization Model)</td>
<td>Requirement dependencies, effort, resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue approach in RP</td>
<td>Requirement precedence constraints, requirements coupling constraints, pre-assignment constraints, effort estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPFT (Release Planning with Feature</td>
<td>Stakeholder preference, product features, feature specification (effort, bugs, time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP&amp;CP</td>
<td>Stakeholder scores, couplings between features, pre-assignment of features, linear resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>constraints, soft and strict precedence constraints, non-RP constraints (mutual exclusion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>additive synergy between features, productivity investments)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

An analysis of 32 most popular RP models was done. To this end, the presented the found strategic release planning models in an overview map and have created a taxonomy of requirements selection factors used. All these found models provide different solutions of strategic RP and discuss different requirements selection factors. It is observed that most important factors considered by these models in common are technical constraints, resource constraints, effort constraints (required effort) and stakeholder’s influence in requirements selection.
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